Embodied Interaction in Healthcare
New Opportunities for Old Challenges

In this talk, I will discuss the importance of natural physical expression as means for interacting with devices, machines and robots in the healthcare domain. While the main discussion focus is on using gesture interaction, the area of embodiment will be explored as well. With the recent advent of commodity sensors, like the Kinect, Wii, Leap Motion and MYO arm bands, exciting and provoking directions of research and applications are gaining traction among the industry and academic communities. These discussions are focused on the fundamental question of what are the technical and cognitive advantages of using such interfaces over more traditional forms of interaction. The advantages spread over all disciplines and are especially relevant in healthcare. In my presentation, I will discuss insights and findings after studying how people adopted gestural interfaces to assist clinicians and patients. Examples of these works involve the use of gestures to control robots for collaboration with surgeons, for surgical training and for rehabilitation. These applications will be featured in my talk.

I will conclude the talk by addressing key sociological and technological challenges that the next generation of embodied interfaces have to meet in order to better serve humankind.
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